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Travelling by air


The journey by taxi from Fuhlsbüttel
Airport takes around 30 minutes,
depending on traffic.



There’s also a direct connection
between the airport and the city centre
via the suburban rail service (S-Bahn):
take the S1 line in the direction of
Ohlsdorf. Travel time from Hamburg
Airport to the Jungfernstieg stop is
around 30 minutes.
From here, it’s only a 10-minute walk
(see map).
Alternatively, get off at Jungfernstieg
and take the underground (U-Bahn):
take the U2 line in the direction of
Niendorf, travel one stop and alight at
Gänsemarkt. Take the exit which is
signposted Laeiszhalle /
Caffamacherreihe. From here, it’s only a
few metres to the main entrance of our
office building. Several bus routes also
operate between Jungfernstieg and
Gänsemarkt.
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Travelling by train / public
transport
Mainline stations
 As well as stopping at the main railway
station, most intercity trains also stop at
Dammtor railway station, from where it
is only 10-minute walk to our office.
 From the central railway station
(“Hauptbahnhof”), it takes 10 minutes by
taxi or by underground (U-Bahn): take
the U2 line in the direction of Niendorf
and alight at the Gänsemarkt stop.
Additional public transport stops in the
vicinity:




Gänsemarkt bus stop
(Metrobus 4 & 5)
Stephansplatz/Oper bus stop
(Metrobus 4 & 5)
Stephansplatz/Oper U-Bahn stop (line
U1)

Travelling by car


For satnav systems, enter the
following:
 “Hotel SIDE” (diagonally opposite
the entrance to our company’s
underground car park).
 “Drehbahn” for the Aon
underground car park, or
“Welckerstrasse” for the
Gänsemarkt car park.

Parking options


We have a limited number of visitor
spaces available in our company’s
underground car park. The car park
entrance is situated on the side of our
building which faces onto Drehbahn.



The nearest public car park is
Gänsemarkt and is located on
Welckerstrasse.

